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On May 1, 2012, Intervenor Kevin Brewster filed on his own behalf and on behalf of Intervenors Rosalind Varghese and Rudy Reyes and Intervenor-Applicant Phil Conner a request to extend the period for submitting data requests from May 14, 2012 to September 16, 2012 (“Intervenors’ Motion”). In response to receipt of this motion, Hearing Adviser Raoul Renaud asked parties to this proceeding on May 3, 2012 to respond to the motion by 3 p.m. on May 8, 2012. This document contains staff’s response in opposition to the extension as proposed by the intervenors.

1. **Staff believes a shorter extension of the deadline for data requests is warranted and should be approved by the Committee.**

The applicant’s representatives stated at an April 30, 2012 status conference that a revised project description would be submitted during the first or second week of June, but also stated that the submittal’s timing could slip by a week or two. The changes in project design that are under consideration by the applicant would potentially require staff and other parties to reexamine certain project impacts anew. These areas may include, for example, the project’s visual impacts, air quality, and drainage. Other project impacts may be largely unaffected by the design changes that may be submitted in June.

Staff believes it will need a minimum of four weeks after receiving the amended project description to study the revised project and formulate data requests based on the new design. Given that the applicant’s latest estimates indicate a revised project description might not be filed until the latter part of June, staff believes it is appropriate to extend the time period for data requests to approximately August 1, 2012. Staff also reserves the right to file a motion for another extension in discovery if the project amendment is not filed within the time frame most recently suggested by the applicant.

2. **Staff does not believe the Committee should limit the topics for data requests during an extended period.**

Staff notes that applicant’s May 8, 2012 response to Intervenors’ Motion requests that the scope of data requests after May 14, 2012 be limited to certain topics. Staff believes such limits should not be placed on future data requests because staff and other parties have not had an opportunity to examine the proposed topics to determine whether they include all outstanding data requests. In addition, the topic listed by applicant as “project changes and related analysis” might be too vague to provide the parties practical guidance. Staff certainly intends to focus its data requests in coming weeks on areas where information has not yet been provided and areas relevant to project changes, but does not believe it is appropriate to define the scope of data requests in advance of what might be a substantial change in key features of the proposed project.

3. **Staff does not believe an extension to September 16 is warranted at this time.**

Intervenors’ Motion lists two reasons for the requested extension to September 16: to provide additional time for public education and public fact-finding about the project, and to provide intervenors with an opportunity to respond with their own data requests after reviewing the applicant’s responses to staff’s data requests. Staff believes an extension of the data request opportunity to August 1 or a similar period would address both of these concerns without pushing the formal discovery phase of this proceeding out longer than necessary. If any parties,
including staff, believe that an additional round of data requests in August or September is important to obtain relevant data relating to the upcoming project changes, a motion for a further extension could be filed prior to that time, and the Committee will then have the benefit of knowing more specifically what data concerns remain at that time.
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